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A story chain is a set of related news articles that reveal
how different events are connected. This study presents
a framework for discovering story chains, given an input
document, in a text collection. The framework has 3
complementary parts that i) scan the collection, ii) mea-
sure the similarity between chain-member candidates
and the chain, and iii) measure similarity among news
articles. For scanning, we apply a novel text-mining
method that uses a zigzagged search that reinvestigates
past documents based on the updated chain. We also
utilize social networks of news actors to reveal connec-
tions among news articles. We conduct 2 user studies in
terms of 4 effectiveness measures—relevance, cover-
age, coherence, and ability to disclose relations. The
first user study compares several versions of the frame-
work, by varying parameters, to set a guideline for use.
The second compares the framework with 3 baselines.
The results show that our method provides statistically
significant improvement in effectiveness in 61% of pair-
wise comparisons, with medium or large effect size; in
the remainder, none of the baselines significantly out-
performs our method.

Introduction

A story chain is a set of related text documents, each with

a different event. In our case, a story chain is constructed for

a given document in a news collection. We use the phrases

“story chain” and “news chain” interchangeably. Discover-

ing news chains i) reveals how events are connected and,

thus, enables users to easily understand the big picture of

events; ii) makes news consumers become aware of hidden

relations among events; iii) detects different aspects of the

input story; and iv) helps avoid information overload. Some

of the possible application domains of story-chain discovery

are investigative journalism, in which journalists or

researchers examine a specific news topic; the analysis of

intelligence reports (Hossain, Butler, Boedihardjo, & Rama-

krishnan, 2012), patents (Tseng, Lin, & Lin, 2007), and legal

documents (Stranieri & Zeleznikow, 2011).

A good story chain has a set of properties. Shahaf and

Guestrin (2012) argue that relevance between input and

chain members should be high. Coherence is another impor-

tant property of news chains, which means a low relevance

gap in the transition between any two chain members. Zhu

and Oates (2014) expand the characteristics of news chains

with measures of low redundancy and high coverage. A

story chain has low redundancy when it includes no more

than one representative for each event, and high coverage

when it covers different aspects of the story. In addition to

these, we also consider if previously unknown relations

among news actors are disclosed by the chain—we call it

the ability to disclose relations. Figure 1 shows a sample

story chain with five documents.

We present a framework for story-chain discovery based

on three complementary parts that i) scan the collection, ii)

measure the similarity between chain-member candidates

and the chain, and iii) measure similarity among news

articles by exploiting lexical features and news actors. We

discover story chains with a novel approach that uses a

sliding-time window that updates the current chain incre-

mentally. Inside the window, for the first time in this

domain, we introduce zigzagged search that reinvestigates

past documents based on the updated chain. Zigzagged

search imitates the forward-and-backward search behavior

of an investigative journalist.
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The contributions of this study are the following. We

a. Develop a story-chain discovery framework that

employs zigzagged search and news actors.

b. Conduct two user studies:

1. The first finds a guideline for using the framework by

answering the following research questions:
• What is the proper time-window length to be used

while scanning the collection?
• How should we measure the similarity between a

news chain and a candidate article?
• When a social network of news actors is utilized, is

it necessary to use a large network of news actors

instead of exploiting a subset of important actors?
• Which similarity method performs better in news-

chain discovery: lexical features using the vector

space model, or meta features based on news

actors? Can we improve the effectiveness by using

multiple methods together in a hybrid approach?

2. The second compares our method with baselines to

answer:
• What are the benefits of our framework against

baseline approaches?

c. Support user studies with statistical tests, which can set

an example for similar studies.

d. Integrate our framework into a real-time news aggregator

to observe its practical implications.

In the next section, we summarize the related work for

story-chain discovery. We then explain the details of our

framework, present the user studies and their results, and

finally conclude the paper with a summary and some future

research pointers.

Related Work

Simple Story Chains

In Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) (Allan, 2002;

Can et al., 2010), a topic is defined as an event or activity,

with all directly related events. Since news articles are

related to the same topic, we refer to such chains as simple

story chains. TDT has a task called link detection that

“detects whether a pair of stories discuss the same topic.” In

our case, the purpose of story chains is not restricted to

detect relations in the same topic, but also coherent connec-

tions among different topics.

Cluster-Based Story Chains

Mei and Zhai (2005) cluster similar documents to obtain

trends or themes in time, and then, clusters are connected to

exhibit evolutionary theme patterns. Subasic and Berendt

(2010) examine evolutionary theme patterns using interac-

tive graphs. Nallapati, Feng, Peng, and Allan (2004) intro-

duce event threading in clusters of events, and find

dependencies among these clusters in a tree structure. Yang,

Shi, and Wei (2009) develop event evolution graphs, which

present underlying structure and relations among events of a

topic. Kim and Oh (2011) apply topic modeling to uncover

groups that contain related documents; chains are then con-

structed by finding similar topics in a time window. Song

et al. (2016) develop a topic modeling approach to model

documents and concept drifts in a tree structure. Shahaf,

Guestrin, Horvitz, and Leskovec (2015) connect sets of clus-

ters of news articles in a timeline to cover different aspects

of the same topic. They find overlaps among clusters of dif-

ferent chains to reveal the evolution of the story.

Complex Story Chains

We define that a story chain is complex if it reveals rela-

tions among events of different topics. Complex story chains

were first studied by Shahaf and Guestrin (2012). Giving

two input news articles, their aim was to find a coherent

story chain that connects them by maximizing the influence

of the weakest connection. Influence is a measure to find

similarity between two documents using the random walk

theory. Zhu and Oates (2014) claim to improve the approach

of Shahaf and Guestrin (2012) in terms of efficiency and

redundancy. They use the inner structure of news articles by

extracting named entities.

The main differences of our study from others are the

following:

1. We introduce zigzagged search to discover story chains.

2. We exploit social networks of news actors to reveal con-

nections among news articles.

3. Our user studies are supported by statistical tests.

FIG. 1. A sample story chain with five documents that tells a story that connects public protests in Ukraine with Russian independence activists in

Crimea. The input document is double circled with timestamp ti. The beginning and end of the collection are tbegin and tend , respectively.
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4. We integrate our method into a real-time news aggrega-

tor to observe practical issues.

5. Our input is only a news article that indicates the start of

a chain, instead of taking both start and end, that is, con-

necting two dots (Shahaf & Guestrin, 2012) (they do not

develop an algorithm from scratch, but adapt their two-

input algorithm to the one-input problem by extending it

with user’s feedback).

Other Related Studies

Timeline summarization methods give a summary of a

query event with timeline projection (Yan et al., 2011).

Some studies create a hierarchy in the timeline for the given

text collection (Kleinberg, 2003). Given two objects, story-

telling studies (Kumar, Ramakrishnan, Helm, & Potts, 2008)

aim to explicitly relate them by using their intersections; for

instance, two text documents (abstracts) are linked by find-

ing word intersections. Choudhary, Mehta, Bagchi, and

Balakrishnan (2008) find actors and their interactions in a

given news collection. Similar studies support intelligence

analysts to suggest unknown relations among entities (Hos-

sain et al., 2012).

A Framework for Story-Chain Discovery

In this section, we present a temporal text-mining frame-

work for story-chain discovery. Figure 2 shows an illustra-

tion of the framework that includes three complementary

parts: 1) A given collection is scanned by using a sliding-

time window that uses zigzagged search. Assume that the

current chain includes four documents, labeled w, x, y, z; the

first candidate document to be added to the chain is labeled

a. 2) Documents are added to the chain according to the sim-

ilarity between the candidate and the chain. 3) Similarity

between two documents is measured by employing a social

network of news actors to reveal connections among news

articles. We also calculate similarities based on the vector

space, named-entity, and hybrid model.

Scanning the Collection

We scan a given collection to search news articles,

related to the input, by using a sliding-time window that

uses zigzagged search; Figure 3 shows an example. The

timeline is divided into nonoverlapping windows with a

fixed-length (w) in days. We use a time window-based

approach to update the current chain incrementally by con-

sidering only the members of the window. The user selects a

news article di with the timestamp ti, where 1 � i � N,

and N is the number of documents in the collection. An ini-

tial news chain is created with di. The first window is

defined for ti; ti1w½ Þ. The time window is not allowed to

exceed the ending time of the collection. If the similarity

between di and dc, a candidate news article inside the win-

dow, is higher than a threshold value h, then dc is added to

the news chain.

We propose a forward-and-backward zigzagged search.

We expect that making a zigzag in the timeline reveals

missed news articles by using newly added documents to the

chain. To do so, after processing the last news article in

terms of time in the window, a new search phase on the

same window is started by going backwards in the timeline.

All news articles until the beginning of the window are proc-

essed in this backward-search phase. However, in this phase,

similarity is calculated between the current chain, which is

updated in the forward phase, and the candidate document.

After a zigzag is completed, the same process is repeated by

sliding the window by w days, until the remaining news

articles are processed.

Similarity of Candidate With News Chain

While processing each candidate document to be added

to the chain, we measure its similarity with the chain, which

is represented by all of its current members. We also assign

weights to similarity scores between the candidate and chain

members. We call these methods all members and weighted
members, respectively.

All members. Similarity scores between a candidate doc-

ument, dc, and chain members are measured as follows,

where h is the current chain.

simall dc; hð Þ5
X
i2h

sim di; dcð Þ
 !

=jhj (1)

Weighted members. We assign weights to sim dc; hð Þ,
according to the closeness of the candidate document to the

chain as follows, where wi5ri=jhj, and ri is the order of the

document, di, in the chain. We expect to improve the coher-

ence of the chain. For simplicity, it is assumed that wi is cal-

culated to add a candidate document to the end of the chain.

simweighted dc; hð Þ5
X
i2h

sim di; dcð Þ 3wi

 !
=jhj (2)

FIG. 2. An illustration of the proposed framework that uses a sliding-

time window with zigzagged search, and a social network of news

actors.
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Similarity Between News Articles

We propose four methods for measuring the similarity

between two documents.

Vector space-based similarity. In the vector space model,

documents are represented with word vectors that are sets of

unique tokens in the collection. Each word is assigned to a

weight by using term frequency. We calculate similarity

between two document vectors by the cosine similarity mea-

sure. We use a stop word list—an extended version of the

list given in Can et al. (2008)—and F5 stemming, which

uses the first five letters of each word, and shows good per-

formance in information retrieval (Can et al., 2008) and

news categorization (Toraman, Can, & Koçberber, 2011).

We use the phrases vector space model and cosine similarity
interchangeably.

Named entity-based similarity. Named entity recognition

(NER) is the task of information extraction to identify and

classify important elements in a text document (Nadeau &

Sekine, 2007). In this study, named entities are detected for

people, organizations, and locations. We employ the named-

FIG. 3. Discovery of a sample story chain by using a sliding-time window with zigzagged search. The beginning and end of the collection is tbegin

and tend , respectively. Window length is w days. The beginning of a window is inclusive, and the end is exclusive, shown by filled-in and empty

circles, respectively. The input is the double-circled news article that has the timestamp ti, mentioning the beginning of public protests in Ukraine in

2014. After three windows are processed from ti to tend , the bottommost chain is the output chain with five documents telling a story that connects

public protests in Ukraine with Russian independence activists in Crimea. This chain is an extracted version of the output of the hZZ—namely, the

hybrid algorithm, to be defined later, of the Ukrainian Riots case.
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entity-recognition program of K€uç€uk and Yazıcı (2011) that

uses a rule-based approach. However, its output is noisy;

since multiple entities refer to the same object, for exam-

ple, synonyms, and there are several entities with missing

parts. Such problems can be solved by named-entity reso-

lution (Cucerzan, 2007). We obtain all named entities in

the collection, and apply heuristic rules that check if

named entities can be resolved by their preceding or suc-

ceeding words. We also merge synonyms of popular

objects into the same entity.

After named entities are determined, the similarity

between two news articles, di and dj, is measured by the

Dice similarity coefficient, as follows, where Nc is the num-

ber of common unique actors in di and dj; Ni and Nj are the

number of unique actors in di and dj, respectively.

simnamedEntity di; dj

� �
523Nc= Ni1 Nj

� �
(3)

Social network-based similarity. Social network studies

aim to reveal relations among social actors in a network

structure (Liu, 2011). We create a social network of news

actors (named entities) for the entire collection, where edges

represent relations. We detect news actors as described

above, and create an edge between two actors if both occur

in the same document. We use the Dice coefficient for

assigning weights to edges. The edge weight, w a; bð Þ,
between two actors, a and b, in a social network is deter-

mined as follows, where Nc is the number of documents in

which both actors occur, Na and Nb are the numbers of docu-

ments that include the actors a and b.

w a; bð Þ523Nc= Na1 Nbð Þ (4)

The similarity between two documents, di and dj, is then

measured as follows, where Ai and Aj are the sets of unique

actors in di and dj, and Np is the number of all unique pairs

between the actors of di and dj.

simsocialNetwork di; dj

� �
5

X
a2Ai

X
b2Aj

w a; bð Þ

0
@

1
A=Np (5)

The difference between the named entity and social

network-based similarity methods is that the former consid-

ers only the co-occurrence of actors between two news

articles; the latter uses edge weights in a social network, that

is, relations among actors of two news articles.

Hybrid similarity. The hybrid similarity between two

documents, di and dj, is a linear combination of the similar-

ity scores of n methods:

simhybrid di; dj

� �
5
Xn

k51

simk di; dj

� �
3ak (6)

Each method k outputs a score for the similarity between di

and dj as simk di; dj

� �
; however, there is a need for the cali-

bration of different methods. The parameter ak is a signifi-

cance coefficient for the method k (0 � ak � 1,Pn
k51 ak51). We combine lexical features, namely, the vec-

tor space model, and social network, in the hybrid model by

setting a values equal to 0.5.

The Framework Algorithm

The framework algorithm for story chain-discovery is

given in Figure 4.

FIG. 4. The framework algorithm for story chain-discovery.
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User Studies

To the best of our knowledge, there is no ground truth for

the evaluation of story-chain discovery algorithms. For this

reason, we conducted two user studies.1 The first compares

several versions of the framework, by varying parameters, to

set a guideline for use. The second compares the framework

with three baseline methods.

User Study Setup

Collection. Chains were discovered in a news collection

that included 1,656 documents from the S€ozc€u newspaper

(http://www.sozcu.com.tr) between December 20, 2013, and

March 11, 2014. The number of detected named entities was

4,957, of which 2,890 were people, 915 were organizations,

and 1,152 were locations.

Three news cases (topics) were used in our user studies.

The first case is the riots and protests against the Ukrainian

government, demanding closer European integration, which

started in November 2013, and is referred to as Ukrainian
Riots in this study. The second case is the trucks that were

pulled over while going from Turkey to Syria by the military

police, claiming that they carried illegal ammunition, in

January 2014, referred to as Trucks Going to Syria. The last

case is the domestic match-fixing allegations of the

Fenerbahçe football team, started in July 2011, referred to as

Allegations of Fenerbahçe. We selected three input news

articles representing the cases. The dates of the input docu-

ments for each topic are January 25, 2, and 17 of 2014,

respectively.

Annotation program. User studies were conducted on an

annotation program. Annotators were assigned the same

tasks. A sample screenshot for the annotation screen is given

in Figure 5. The chain members are listed chronologically.

The full text is visible in a pop-up window if a news article

is double-clicked. The snippet of input is displayed in bold

with three consecutive stars. At the bottom of the chain,

questions are asked to assess the chain quality.

Evaluation measures. In similar studies, Shahaf and

Guestrin (2012) evaluated story chains according to rele-

vance, coherence, and redundancy. Zhu and Oates (2014)

consider coverage, in addition to other measures. We also

assess if previously unknown relations among news actors

are disclosed by the chain—ability to disclose relations.

We gave annotators five statements and asked them to

label to what extent they agree that i) the news article is rele-

vant to the input document marked with (***); ii) the news

chain covers different events related to the input; iii) there

are no redundant documents in the chain; iv) the chain is

FIG. 5. A sample screen from the annotation program. The current chain to be annotated, regarding Ukrainian Riots, is given at the top of screen.

Annotators have to read all news articles in order, and then answer all questions. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

1The materials that we are unable to give due to the limited space

are provided in the details webpage (http://cs.bilkent.edu.tr/~ctoraman/

story_chains); such as the text collection, output story chains, annota-

tions, and details of statistical tests.
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coherent, that is, two adjacent documents are on the same

topic (if they are not on the same topic, they are still related

within the context of the input); and v) after reading the

chain, new relations among news actors (people, organiza-

tions, and places) are learned.

All questions have text answers that are given in positive-
ness order, which are mapped to an integer scale of 2, 1,

21, and 22. The average of all annotators is taken for each

question. The neutral choice of zero is not given, to make

annotators think more critically, and prevent selecting the

first alternative choice that has the minimum cognitive

requirements (Krosnick et al., 2002). The last question has

two answers, for having the ability to disclose relations or

not, mapped to 1 and 21.

Annotators. All tasks were assigned to 20 annotators in the

first and 12 in the second user study. Annotators were

mostly graduate students, and a few undergraduates and

faculty members. For the first user study, Fleiss’s kappa

(1971) score is 0.49 for relevance, 0.46 for coverage, 0.12

for redundancy, 0.30 for coherence, and 0.33 for ability to

disclose relations. For the second, the same scores were

0.63, 0.34, 0.02, 0.23, and 0.18. Since both redundancy

scores are below 0.20, meaning slight agreement among

annotators, according to the interpretation of Landis and

Koch (1977), we ignore the results of redundancy.

User Study 1: Varying Framework Parameters

Methodology. The first user study consisted of 24 chains,

obtained by the framework algorithm, with eight sets of

parameters (versions A to H) on three topics. The design of

this user study, given in Table 1, is based on the first four

research questions asked in the Introduction.

In the decisions, we compared the performance of two or

more versions to answer their respective questions. Deci-

sions were independent of each other, that is, a decision

TABLE 1. The design of user study 1: Eight versions (A to H) of the framework algorithm.

(Decision no.)

Research question Version

Similarity of candidate

with news chain

Similarity between

news articles

Window length

in days

(Decision 1) A ALL VSM 7

Is there any proper window length? B ALL VSM 15

C ALL VSM 30

(Decision 2) B ALL VSM 15

Which method for candidate similarity? D Weighted members VSM 15

(Decision 3) E ALL SN (all actors) 15

What type of social network? F ALL SN

(top 500 actors)

15

(Decision 4)

Which method for document similarity?

B ALL VSM 15

E ALL SN (all actors) 15

G ALL Named entity 15

H ALL Hybrid

(SN & VSM)

15

Note. ALL: the all-members method, SN: social network, VSM: the vector space model.

FIG. 6. Annotation results for Decision 1: proper window length. Subfigures (a, b, and c) are for the results of three topics. Question numbers are

given in horizontal axis (Q1: Relevance, Q2: Coverage, Q3: Coherence, and Q4: Ability to disclose relations). The vertical axis represents an average

score of annotation answers (scale is between 22 and 2 for Q1–Q3, 21 and 1 for Q4). For the pairwise comparison of the top two algorithms, “**”

means that there is a statistically significant increase at the 1% level (p < :01), after the corresponding method is applied. See Table 2 for details of

statistical tests. The same notation is used in the following figures.
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result is not used in later decisions. For a fair evaluation, all

parameters, except the one we want to gauge its effect on

the algorithm, are kept the same. Based on the observations

in preliminary experiments, fixed parameters were selected

as all members, vector space model, and a window length of

15 days.

In preliminary experiments, we observed that long chains

are overwhelming to comprehend. In both user studies, we

used a heuristic approach that searches for effective

similarity-threshold values (h) in a greedy fashion, by incre-

menting with a constant value. For the sake of simplicity, it

keeps the chain lengths to 15 or fewer documents. The chain

length decreases as the threshold values increase. For

instance, in the hybrid algorithm we reduce the chain length

from 23 to 15 by incrementing the cosine and social-

network thresholds from 0.155 to 0.160, and from 0.115 to

0.120, respectively. On average, there are 12 news articles in

a chain (median: 13, minimum: 4, maximum: 15).

Results of user study 1. Decision 1: Is there any proper
time-window length? While scanning with a zigzagged

search, we employed a sliding window that captures news

articles. In Figure 6, we examine three window lengths of 7,

15, and 30 days.

We observed that the performance of varying the window

length is case-dependent. For cases with a uniformly distrib-

uted number of documents (Trucks Going to Syria and Alle-
gations of Fenerbahçe), the window should be small—7

days in both cases—in order to not miss news articles in a

dense collection. For a nonuniformly distributed number of

documents (Ukrainian Riots), the window should be large

(30 days), to catch news articles in a sparse collection.

In order to test whether a case is uniformly distributed,

we applied the Shapiro–Wilks test (1965) that states that,

with small p-values, the collection does not follow a uniform

distribution. In order to apply the test, we divided the collec-

tion into intervals of 20 days, and counted the number of

articles for each case. For Trucks Going to Syria, Allegations
of Fenerbahçe, and Ukrainian Riots, p-values are .30, .50,

and .10, respectively; Ukrainian Riots seems to be less uni-

formly distributed than Trucks Going to Syria and Allega-
tions of Fenerbahçe.

The Friedman test (1937) was applied to the results of

Figure 6; the details are given in Table 2. The Friedman test

shows if there is a significant difference between at least

two methods. This test is applied when there are more than

two methods (groups), annotator answers are ordinal-

categorical, and annotations (observations) are paired and

nonuniformly distributed. We used the one-tailed p-values

instead of the two-tailed, since we try to show that the effec-

tiveness of one algorithm is greater than the effectiveness of

the others, instead of being equal. All statistical tests in this

study were conducted in the same manner.

In order to have pairwise comparisons, we further applied

the post-hoc test proposed by Conover (1999), which is valid

if the Friedman test indicates any significance. In Figures 6–9,

TABLE 2. The details of the Friedman test for Decision 1 with respect to Figure 6.

Q: measure

Ukrainian Riots Trucks Going to Syria Allegations of Fenerbahçe

p Chi Pw. d p Chi Pw. d p Chi Pw. d

Q1: relevance <.01 16.93 1.05 <.01 29.66 0.55 <.01 23.35 1.00

Q2: coverage <.01 9.46 0.45 <.01 28.17 0.25 <.01 19.73 0.65

Q3: coherence — — 0.30 <.01 29.38 0.65 0.012 8.70 0.65

Q4: disclose relations — — — 0.011 8.93 0.72 <.01 14.71 0.57

Note. The Friedman test’s p-values are listed with chi-square values. “Pw. d” is the mean difference between the top two algorithms. The p-val-

ues of the pairwise comparisons of the top two algorithms are marked in Figure 6. The same notation is used in the following tables.

FIG. 7. Annotation results for Decision 2: all members vs. weighted members. Note that “*” means that there is a statistically significant increase at

the 5% level (p < :05), after the corresponding method is applied. See Table 3 for details of statistical tests. The same notation is used in the follow-

ing figures.
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the Conover test results are given for only the top two algo-

rithms, since we want to see the significance of the winner.

The scores of the Conover tests are provided in the details

webpage.

Decision 2: Which method for candidate similarity
works better? The effectiveness of the all-members and

weighted-members methods depends on the freshness of

the input, as depicted in Figure 7. An input is fresh if it is

close to the beginning of the topic. Note that the input

documents of all cases are from January 2014. The Trucks
Going to Syria event starts in January 2014, and Ukrainian
Riots in November 2013. Allegations of Fenerbahçe is rel-

atively old, beginning in July 2011; the weighted-

members method works better for this case, since it gives

lower importance to old members of the chain, including

the input that is not fresh. For other cases where we have

relatively fresher inputs, the all-members method is more

effective in terms of relevance, coherence, and ability to

disclose relations, since it gives the same importance to all

members of the chain, including the fresh input. Our

expectation of weighted members providing more coher-

ent chains fails in some cases.

The Wilcoxon signed-ranks test (1945) was applied to

the results of Figure 7 to see any significant difference

between algorithms; the details are given in Table 3. This

test is used when there are two methods, annotator answers

are ordinal-categorical, and annotations are paired and non-

uniformly distributed.

Decision 3: What size of social network works better? The

results of using all news actors and the top 500 most important

ones, in terms of frequency, are given in Figure 8. We observe

that using all news actors—�5,000—is more effective for

Trucks Going to Syria, which has more number of minor
actors that are observed with less frequency in the collection.

For two cases with more number of major actors (Allegations
of Fenerbahçe and Ukrainian Riots), using the top 500 impor-

tant news actors is more effective. Using all news actors for

such cases reduces the effectiveness scores, due to possible

inclusion of redundant ones. The Wilcoxon test was applied to

the results of Figure 8; the details are given in Table 4.

Decision 4: Which method for document similarity works
better? The results of four similarity methods are given in

Figure 9. The success of the hybrid model, which employs

both lexical features and news actors, is case-dependent. For

the cases with a relatively higher number of major actors

(Ukrainian Riots and Allegations of Fenerbahçe), the effec-

tiveness of the vector space model is increased by the hybrid

model—the only exception is ability to disclose relations of

Allegations of Fenerbahçe. For the case with a relatively

higher number of minor actors (Trucks Going to Syria), the

effectiveness of the vector space model is not increased by

employing news actors.

FIG. 8. Annotation results for Decision 3: All news actors vs. top 500 news actors. See Table 4 for details of statistical tests.

FIG. 9. Annotation results for Decision 4: similarity methods. See Table 5 for details of statistical tests.
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Another observation is that using only named entities—

as observed in the TDT domain (Can et al., 2010; Kumaran

& Allan, 2004)—or only social networks performs poorly.

However, the named entity method is more effective than

the other methods, in the case of Allegations of Fenerbahçe.

This can be explained by the fact that this case mostly

involves the actor, Aziz Yıldırım, who is the club chairman,

and not involved in any other case in the given collection.

When the case involves many actors, as in Ukrainian Riots
and Trucks Going to Syria, we observe that the effectiveness

of using a social network, revealing relations among news

actors, is higher than the effectiveness of using only named

entities. The Friedman test was applied to the results of Fig-

ure 9; the details are given in Table 5.

Recommendations. Based on the results of the first user

study, for parameter tuning, we recommend the use of:

a. Dynamic window length: When news articles are uni-

formly distributed, the window should be small. It should

be large for nonuniformly distributed cases.

b. Case-dependent candidate-similarity method: The

weighted-members method works better for inputs that

are not fresh, while the all-members method is more

effective with relatively fresher inputs.

c. Variable social-network size: For improving efficiency,

the size of a social network can be relatively small for

cases with a higher number of major actors.

d. Case-dependent document-similarity method: Lexical

features based on the vector space model are more effec-

tive in measuring similarity for cases with minor news

actors. When a small number of major actors are

involved, the performance of news actor methods can be

competitive with the vector space model. The effective-

ness of the vector space model and news actors can be

improved by combining them in a hybrid model.

User Study 2: Comparison With Baselines

Methodology. For comparison, we need to select a represen-

tative version of our framework algorithm. We can apply our

fine-tuning recommendations on each topic; however, to pro-

vide a fair evaluation, we use the same version. Since our con-

tribution is to employ news actors and zigzagged search for

story-chain discovery, we chose among versions that employ

news actors (named entity, social network, and hybrid). Since

using only named entities or only social networks has poor

performance, we compare the hybrid version with three base-

lines—referred to as hZZ: Hybrid and Zigzagged Search. The

design of User Study 2 is given in Table 6.

The first baseline is a simple TDT (Allan, 2004)

approach, which examines all documents once, and adds a

document to the chain by measuring the cosine similarity

with the seed, that is, input document. The second is an adap-

tive TDT (Allan, Papka, & Lavrenko, 1998) approach, which

is similar to simple TDT, except that it employs a window to

scan documents, updating the event description after process-

ing each window. This method is similar to our framework,

but without using zigzagged search and news actors. In both

methods, chain lengths are set to 15 or fewer documents.

The third baseline is the search result list of Google

News (http://news.google.com). The collection of Google

News is a superset of our collection, since it includes S€ozc€u
news. The title of the input document is given as a query

string. For a fair comparison, we set the range of documents

starting from the input date to the end date of our collection,

and create a chain with the result list sorted in time. In Alle-
gations of Fenerbahçe, since the list includes 40 documents

(more than 15), we selected 11 equally spaced news articles.

Results of user study 2. The average scores are given in

Table 7. In Table 8, the Friedman test was applied to show

if there is a significant difference between at least two

TABLE 3. The details of the Wilcoxon test for Decision 2 with respect to Figure 7, where “d” is mean difference, “p,” “Z,” and “r” are scores of

the Wilcoxon test.

Q: measure

Ukrainian Riots Trucks Going to Syria Allegations of Fenerbahçe

d p Z r d p Z r d p Z r

Q1: relevance 0.35 0.074 22.46 20.93 0.60 0.003 22.75 20.92 1.30 <.001 23.72 21.03

Q2: coverage 0.40 — — — 0.50 0.011 22.29 20.66 1.00 <.001 23.12 20.99

Q3: coherence 0.20 — — — 0.60 0.033 21.88 20.54 0.65 0.020 22.05 20.68

Q4: disclose relations 0.57 0.003 22.75 20.97 — — — — 0.29 — — —

Note. The same notation is used in the following similar tables when the Wilcoxon test is applied.

TABLE 4. The details of the Wilcoxon test for Decision 3 with respect to Figure 8.

Q: measure

Ukrainian Riots Trucks Going to Syria Allegations of Fenerbahçe

d p Z r d p Z r d p Z r

Q1: relevance 0.45 0.013 22.23 20.91 1.40 <.001 23.29 20.88 0.90 0.002 22.88 20.91

Q2: coverage 0.25 0.036 21.80 20.68 1.05 0.004 22.65 20.73 1.20 <.001 23.29 20.91

Q3: coherence 0.20 — — — 1.75 <.001 23.29 20.75 1.40 <.001 23.19 20.85

Q4: disclose relations 0.43 0.009 22.36 20.96 0.14 — — — 0.71 0.005 22.58 20.97
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methods. The methods are further pairwise compared with

the Conover post-hoc test in Table 9. In order to measure the

effect size of pairwise comparisons, we apply Cohen’s d-test

(1988). We highlight cells of Table 9 with dark gray if there

is a large effect size, and light gray if medium; it remains

white if it has a small effect size. The Cohen’s d values and

confidence intervals are provided in the details webpage.

In total, there were 72 pairwise comparisons between the

methods. We have 36 pairwise comparisons in the rows of

hZZ, which uses zigzagged search and a social network of

news actors. The results show that it has statistically signifi-

cantly higher relevance (67% of pairwise comparisons of

hZZ), coverage (56% of pairs), coherence (78% of pairs),

and ability to disclose relations (44% of pairs). We observe

that our framework can be helpful to news consumers, since

hZZ significantly improves the effectiveness with respect to

baselines, in 61% of pairs (22 of 36 pairs); in the remainder,

none of the baselines significantly outperforms our method.

All of these pairs have medium (4 of 22 pairs) or large (18

of 22) effect sizes, according to the thresholds of Cohen

(1992). Furthermore, we have medium effect sizes in two

nonsignificant additional pairs.

Practical Considerations

We employed the hZZ algorithm in the Bilkent News

Portal (http://newsportal.bilkent.edu.tr), which aggregates

Turkish news articles from various resources (Can et al.,

2008). We integrated three social-network versions that

include different numbers of news actors, by transforming

them into matrices of news actors that involve edge weights.

Sample screenshots of the system are given in Figure 10.

The top screen is the front page of the portal, where the link

of the news-chain discovery tool is provided in the left

TABLE 5. The details of the Friedman test for Decision 4 with respect to Figure 9.

Q: measure

Ukrainian Riots Trucks Going to Syria Allegations of Fenerbahçe

p Chi Pw. d p Chi Pw. d p Chi Pw. d

Q1: relevance <.01 56.02 1.85 <.01 35.25 0.05 <.01 37.05 0.20

Q2: coverage <.01 54.73 1.45 <.01 23.96 0.15 <.01 35.39 0.25

Q3: coherence <.01 41.79 1.40 <.01 19.20 0.05 <.01 25.70 0.35

Q4: disclose relations <.01 52.42 0.29 <.01 19.19 0.43 <.01 25.03 0.43

TABLE 6. The design of user study 2: Comparing our framework algorithm, hZZ: Hybrid and zigzagged search, with three baselines, sTDT: Simple

TDT, aTDT: Adaptive TDT, GN: Google news.

Method name

Scanning the

collection

Similarity of candidate with

news chain

Similarity between

news articles

Window length

in days

sTDT One pass with

no window

Only with

input document

VSM —

aTDT One pass

with window

ALL VSM 15

GN Unknown

hZZ Zigzagged

with window

ALL Hybrid

(SN & VSM)

15

TABLE 7. The average scores of all annotators for sTDT: Simple TDT, aTDT: Adaptive TDT, GN: Google news, hZZ: Hybrid and zigzagged.

Q: measure

Ukrainian Riots Trucks Going to Syria Allegations of Fenerbahçe

sTDT aTDT GN hZZ sTDT aTDT GN hZZ sTDT aTDT GN hZZ

Q1: relevance 1.25 21.25 0.33 1.67 20.83 0.83 0.67 1.08 21.50 20.83 0.92 1.00

Q2: coverage 1.42 20.33 0.83 1.67 20.25 0.83 1.17 1.25 21.00 20.83 0.67 0.67

Q3: coherence 0.08 21.25 0.08 1.33 21.33 0.33 20.58 0.42 21.75 20.83 20.08 0.00

Q4: disclose relations 0.83 0.00 0.83 0.83 20.17 0.50 0.83 0.83 20.33 0.00 0.83 0.67

Note. The method(s) with the highest score is marked as bold.

TABLE 8. The details of the Friedman test with respect to Table 7.

Q: measure

Ukrainian

Riots

Trucks Going

to Syria

Allegations of

Fenerbahçe

p Chi p Chi p Chi

Q1: relevance <.01 25.33 <.01 20.68 <.01 28.21

Q2: coverage <.01 17.35 <.01 17.28 <.01 24.38

Q3: coherence <.01 20.76 <.01 15.72 <.01 25.07

Q4: disclose relations <.05 10.71 <.01 12.00 <.01 14.56
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TABLE 9. Pairwise comparisons of the methods in Table 7.

Case Ukrainian Riots Trucks Going to Syria Allegations of Fenerbahçe

Q: measure Method sTDT aTDT GN sTDT aTDT GN sTDT aTDT GN

Q1: relevance aTDT 22.50** 11.66** 10.67**

GN 20.92** 11.58** 11.50** 20.16 12.42** 11.75**

hZZ 10.42* 12.92** 11.34** 11.91** 10.25 10.41 12.50** 11.83** 10.08

Q2: coverage aTDT 21.75** 11.08** 10.17

GN 20.59 11.16** 11.42** 10.34 11.67** 11.50**

hZZ 10.25 12.00** 10.84* 11.50** 10.42 10.08 11.67** 11.50** 0.00

Q3: coherence aTDT 21.33** 11.66** 10.92**

GN 0.00 11.33** 10.75** 20.91** 11.67** 10.75**

hZZ 11.25** 12.58** 11.25** 11.75** 10.09 11.00** 11.75** 10.83** 10.08

Q4: disclose relations aTDT 20.83** 10.67** 10.33

GN 0.00 10.83** 11.00** 10.33 11.16** 10.83**

hZZ 0.00 10.83** 0.00 11.00** 10.33 0.00 11.00** 10.67** 20.16

Note. Each cell includes the mean difference between the method scores, and the p-value of the Conover test if the difference is statistically sig-

nificant. Note that “*” and “**” mean that there is a statistically significant increase at the 5% level (p < :05), and 1% level (p < :01), respectively.

Large effect size is indicated with dark gray, and medium with light gray; small remains white.

FIG. 10. Screenshots (top: front page, down: user interface for parameter selection) from Bilkent News Portal where our framework for story-chain

discovery is applied. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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menu. The bottom screen is where users enter parameters

for the algorithm, such as the input document or similarity

threshold values.

We observe that mining a large collection can be time-

consuming, as experienced in Radev, Otterbacher, Winkel,

and Blair-Goldensohn (2005), and Shahaf et al. (2015). To

overcome this scaling problem, we asked the user to enter

some keywords about the input document, and hence get a

subset of news articles to be processed. A similar approach

was also applied in the related studies.

The quality of output chains is input-dependent: selecting

low similarity thresholds can result in long and noisy chains.

Different input documents may require different parameter

values.

Conclusion

We present a framework to discover story chains in a

given text collection for an input document. We apply a

novel text-mining method that uses a zigzagged search that

reinvestigates past documents based on the updated chain.

News actors are utilized to reveal connections among news

articles. We conducted two user studies that evaluated our

framework in terms of effectiveness. The first compares sev-

eral versions of the framework to set a guideline for use.

The second compares our method with three baselines. The

results show that our method provides statistically signifi-

cant improvement in effectiveness, in 61% of pairwise com-

parisons, with medium or large effect size.

In future work, our framework can be extended and

adopted into other domains that use temporal data, such as

the analysis of intelligence reports and micro-blogs. Further-

more, there is a need for visualization tools that can help

users examine chains, and test collections that can help

researchers assess and compare their results.
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